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Animal Shelters in the future can be better than ever. Everything can be upgraded with enough work 
and belief. You can even build utopia. It is sad how animals have to be put down just because of the way 
they look or do not even get an owner. It is time to move forward to the future and do not look in the 
disappointing present or past.  

My first idea is the collar camera, but it looks exactly like a normal collar. When you get it, you are 
provided a little monitor of where your dog is when it is lost. If you still cannot find him or her, then we 
should download a tracker app to track them. The tracker will send out two alerts, sound and electricity. 
The sound will make a beeping noise if your pet is up close. If not, then an electric signal from the dog’s 
collar will be sent to your phone. If your dog takes the collar off track, you can check its past by 
rewinding. The whole time the collar was on, it was recording the pets. If the collar goes dead, then 
there are two types of chargers you can use. You can use an IOS and Android and both at the bottom. 
Sometimes you might break it on accident. If that happens, go to the pet shop and they will fix it and 
rewind to see what happened.  

If they cannot fix it, then they will pretty much know you did that to get a refund. It will be called a 
“Camera Collar.” It will most likely cost about $50 to $100, but it will be worth the money to protect you 
pet. This Camera Collar will be in all pet stores and available to everyone. Maybe one day, it will be free 
so everyone can get one.  

My next idea is called “Pet Chair.” It is for pets who cannot walk or broke a bone. It is a body machine 
that you can put on the pet that cannot walk. The machine works like this. When you put it on and 
activate it, it can consume air to fly. The wind will be strong enough to lift an entire dog big or small, 
even cats, rabbits, and even carry an entire goat. The price rate can go to $100 to $150.  

My last idea is called the “Free Pet Act” or FPA for short. If a person is lonely and does not have money 
or a companion, they can use the FPA. It is when a pet does not get an owner. They could go to a person 
who really wants a pet does not have enough for it. Maybe everyone can save pets by adopting them 
instead killing them just because of how it looks or not getting an owner.  

I hope 2060 can be a new world of peace.  


